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 Quick, easy and flexible, the collection is ideal for any live, DJ, dance, or sound design producer! A wide selection of sounds
and presets ranging from the dark and dirty to the more exotic and technical. This package is packed with oscillator modes,
effects and FX units. In addition, this sound bank includes hard to find presets and drum loops for your inspiration. Feel the

power of Creative Instrument's award winning software! Now, the power of sound design is in your hands! Features:
Compatible with the latest version of Arturia Analog Lab Drums with one shots and full drum grooves Over 864 presets, per

effect, and bank Creative Instrument's multi-award winning sound design software, Analog Lab The full power of the
Artist/Plugin-Series All sounds processed in a quality studio Big collection of high quality drum loops, one shots and sampler
patches Powered by Creative's acclaimed hardware instruments Industry standard articulations Over 1000 presets! (It's big!

Seriously big!) Requirements: Mac OSX 10.5+ Arturia Analog Lab version 2.0+ Reviews: "One of the better sound banks on
the App Store" - Nick S, This Week in Tech "One of the best "free" drum packs on the App Store." - Joe S, Creative Review

"The overall quality of these sounds is superb, and the user interface is very easy to navigate through." - Ray P, Creative Review
"I do like the effect department and their effects work is very slick and good for live use." - Ray S, Creative Review "I was
impressed by the high quality of the drum machine sound, beats, and percussion samples." "Sonic Insanity is an incredible
resource for anyone into beats." "The sounds included here are produced with loving care and attention to detail, it's a great

collection of sounds for the modern producer." - David M, App Store Reviews "Creative Instrument has done a great job with
this sound pack, it's got everything from industrial to pop and everything in between. As well as drums, it includes synth loops

and effects, you'd be surprised at what f3e1b3768c
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